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ON SEMIGROUP RINGS( I)

Tae Young Hur and Chol On Kim

In this paper K will be a field, S-a semigroup ring 
of the semigroup S with coefficients in K will be denoted 
by K[S] (c.JL Clifford[2j).

We shall prove that 迁 K[S] is right Artinian with a 
cancellative semigroup S, then S must be finite. Thus, 
we get a result related to the Woods' Theorem[5] for 
semigroup ring case.

We^Tecall that a semigroup S will be called caixcelfe- 
tive if G=SS~l be a group and for all there exist

£ S such that s尸二二小「七

We begin with. the following well-known result which 
is a kind of common denominator theorem.

Lemma 1. Let S be a cancellative semigroup and G= 
SS고 be a group. If，占S, then there exist n, r2,

rneS and seS such that 二二儿泊 for

Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. For 位=1, 
take s=s[ and 尸「=，. Assuming the result to be ture for 
all positive integers less than. n. By induction hypothesis, 
there exist & S and s* eS such that

S；1 = 7?S 옹

for —1. Since S is cancellative, there exist rn9
reS such that W=s* r~s say- Hence 5-1. Set rt~ 
r^r for so that sj=r：s*t = (乙")(Ls*i)
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*

=（九 r）（5*r）"1=rI5-1

for l<z<w—L This completes the induction and conclu
des the proof.

Okninski[4] showed that if a semigroup ring K[S] 
is left and right Artinian, then S is finite. In order 
to consider the above theorem to the semigroup ring 
case with, one sided Artinian, we start with the foll
owing.

Lemma 2- Let Kbe a field and S- cancellative semig
roup. If I is a right ideal of group ring K[G丄 then IQ 

is a right ideal of and K[G]=乙

Proof. It is easy to see rhar JTM上S] is a ifetl 
of Also we get （/「IX[S]）because 
of mK[S] 으/.

On the other hand, let a二二么幻+如gaT Vangn be an 
element of I・ Since G~SS'l9 there exist si9tt£S such that 
&for l<i<n. Thus。=勿勺圮+“2災妁니-----

From lemma 1, we get til—s/ r1 for l<z<w. Set 
=a*&S. Then we have。=（勾，，시----卜〃”&&'）厂1=（仅谁1+
—and at—a^aiA---- |-6Znane I because of as L
Since （0许「|----- Vana^）以「]K[S丄 -----

e（/「）K[S]）K[G]. Thus 丄

Now we are in a position to prove one of our main 
results.

Theeorem 3. Let K be a field and S a cancellative sem
igroup. If semigroup ring K[SQ is right Artinian, then 
S is finite.

Proof. Let be a descending chain of right
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ideals of K[G]. Then 그지is also de^
scending chain of right ideals of K[S]・ Since K[S] sat
isfies descending chain condition on right ideals of 瓦S丄 

there is an integer N such that for all k>
N. Since 乙=L for all k>N. It
means that K[G] is right Artinian. By ConnellQ3, The
orem 3.1J9 G is finite. Hence S is also finite.

The ring R is called right perfect if R is semilocal 
(4 e. &/J(R) is Artinian) and the Jacobson radical J(R) 
is right T-nilpotent, or equivalently, R satisfies the 
descending chain condition on principal left ideals 口夕 

Theorem 28.4,P.315丄
WoMs C4j 교as shawir~th^t ~^rmprnig 足Gj is 

right (left) perfect if and only if R is right(left) perfect 
and G is finite.

Now let us consider the perfect semigroup ring case.
Theorem 4・ Let S be commutative cancellative semigr

oup. If K[S] is left perfect, then S is finite.
Proof. By Woods' result, we must show that K[G] is 

left perfect. Let ai9 a2,… be elements of K[S] and 
그㈤代口幻卫… be a descending chain of 

principal right ideals of K[G[. By lemma 1, for
some and s$S. Thus we get /3iS?K[G]그随矿 K

… and 0iK[G]그% K[Gm… because of SuK[G丄 

Since 耕二岛叭血 K[G]으#82= W for some TeK 
[G]・ Hence T=TQt'1 for some 7()&K[S] and teS. Thus, we 
have t~l and 握2=0部=宙乙 $0iK[S丄 Finally we
get 邙2 K[S]J们 K[S丄

By the same reason. fi2t K[S]그M爲 K[SJ for some g 
S. Continuing in this fashion., we get the descending 
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chain 似沮⑶그勺似彳頂曰그确電彳工切卫… of principal 
right ideals of K[S]. Since is left perfect, them 
exists an integer N such that &对3"红S]=f9nK[S] for 
all k~>N. Since S is commutative,塩"K[S]=0nTmX[S] 
for all k>N, Thus gM[S：|K[G]=mK[：S]K*：] for 
all k>N and &gK[G]=6n£mX[G] for all k>N. So for 
all k>N,塩K[G]=0nK[G] and 0財成[(归二麻，广成[(归， 

we get akKiGJ =aNK^G^ for all k>N. Therefore K[G} 
satisfies the descending chain condition on the principal 
right ideals of Hence K[G] is left perfect and the 
proof is complete.

Corollary. If K is any field, then K[c曰 is not perfect.
P^tooF. have known that 一} is、a

cancellative semigroup and K[S] is just the polynomial 
ring KQxJ of x over K. So by the theorem K[幻 never 
perfect since S is finite.
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